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ABSTRACT
Vibrations analysis necessitates having a device
capable of performing some initial phase of detection.
The vibration amplifier presented in this thesis performs
such an initial aid to analysis by detecting amplitudes
of vibrations of varying magnitudes and frequencies. This
is accomplished by utilizing a Piezoelectric crystal vi
bration pickup to obtain an acceleration wave form. Two
operational amplifiers perform integrations of the acc
eleration to obtain displacement. A calibrated meter
within the device provides a method of determining mag
nitudes of displacement. Recording instruments such as the
Brush recorder or an oscilloscope may also be used.
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A

acceleration

(in/sec2 )

C

capacitance

(microfarad)

gm tube transconductance

(micromho)

ig tube grid current (amp)
ip tube plate current (amp)
K

amplifier gain

R

resistance (ohm)
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S
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INTRODUCTION
The problem of this thesis is to construct, ana
lyze, and calibrate an electronic vibrations amplifier
capable of detecting amplitudes of vibrations of vary
ing frequencies from 2 to 2500 cycles per second. As
an end result, various areas of frequencies and ampli
tudes will be investigated to establish operational
characteristics of the unit. The resulting vibration
amplifier should contain as many as possible of the
following desirable qualities. The unit should be cap
able of detecting amplitudes with a small percentage
error. In operational form means should be provided
for immediate determination of amplitudes. Portability
and compactness are two factors to be greatly desired
in the end result. It may be desirable to construct
the amplifier such that the displacement wave form
could be viewed on such a device, for instance, as
the Brush recorder or an oscilloscope. This would fac
ilitate

bservation of properties not available in

amplitude information alone, such as distortion, and
a vibrating mechanism’s reaction to changing conditions
of frequency and amplitude could also be determined.
The problem of vibrations analysis is one which
frequently arises in design studies. It may be necessary
to reduce or eliminate certain undesirable effects of
vibrations in machinery. These effects of vibrations
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range from producing irritating noise to actually causing
failures of machine components.

In many instances vibra

tions become the controlling factor in a design.

For these

reasons a device should be available to aid in the analysis
of the many and varied vibrations present in modern com
plicated machinery.
This problem was chosen because of interests in the
subjects of dynamics and vibrations and a desire to in
crease the author’s knowledge in the field of electronics.
The author wishes to thank Dr. T. R. Faucett for his
suggestion of the thesis subject and aid in experimental
procedure.

The encouragement of Dr. A. J. Miles was

greatly appreciated.

REVIEW OF LITERATURE
Myklestad (7)t in a section on vibration measur
ing instruments states some types of devices used in
analyses.

Probably the earliest form of amplitude de

termination was the vibrometer, which consists of a
spring mass system of very low natural frequency.

When

placed on a vibrating support, the mass vibrates with
the amplitude of the support.
Macduff (6), describes a simple instrument for
vibration measurement consisting of a moving chart
and pen system much like that of a seismic device.
This unit records relative displacement on the chart.
The pen is usually driven through some sort of spring
system connected to the vibrating support.

Another,

more complicated measuring device uses electrical
magneti25ation.

Such an instrument consists of a coil

of wire moving in a strong magnetic field.

The coil

is so arranged that its transmitted signal is pro
portional to velocity.

Such pickups, incidentally,

are called velocity pickups.
A "dynamic micrometer", discussed by Ruge (&),
measures amplitudes by a method based on change in
reactance of a sensing coil when its high frequency
field encounters an external vibrating body.

Displace

ment sensitivity has been quoted as 0.0001 inches.

Op

tical instruments have been designed with extreme func
tional ability and accuracy.

One such device utilizes
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a cathode-ray tube. The intense spot of light emitted
from the tube is projected to the edge of a vibrat
ing support by lenses. Reflected light is transmitted
to photocells, which, in turn cause the cathode-ray
beam to follow the edge of the support. Amplitudes
from 1 microinch to 10 inches may be measured with
0.1 per cent accuracy.
A new displacement sensing unit (2) has recently
been developed which has only one moving part. It
consists essentially of a light weight armature sus
pended in an air gap of a magnetic coil. Movement of
this armature causes unbalance in the flux distribu
tion which transmits an alternating current output
that is proportional to displacement. Although not
completely ready commercially, the device has pro
ven operational ability at displacements of 0.0001
inches.
Vibration amplifiers similar to the one presented
in this thesis are produced commercially. Specific
design features and components, however, are not
available as general information. Circuits used here
are of original design.
Types and sizes of vibration sensing devices are
limitless. Their one common goal, however, is to aid
in the analysis of vibrations studies.

DISCUSSION
An analysis can best be initiated by considering
the commercial vibration pickup. Commercial pickups of
the type used here consist basically of specially mounted
Piezoelectric crystals, which,
According to Church (2), '* —
possess the
quality that, if they are stressed, proportional
measurable electric charges are set up on certain
faces. By fixing two adjacent sides of the crystal,
—
inertia forces will be created that are pro
portional to the acceleration.11
The acceleration wave emitting from the pickup is extremely
complicated and almost impossible to analyze. This can
easily be shown if the following equations are considered.
S - a sin wt + b cos wt = Displacement
V » aw cos wt - bw sin wt = Velocity
A = -aw^ sin wt - bw^ cos wt - Acceleration
The velocity and acceleration contain respectively multi
pliers of the first and second powers of frequency. Any
distortion present is magnified by considerable factors
as frequency increases. Displacement is desired since
it presents a more readily interpreted wave form.
An impedance matching stage in the form of a cathode
follower amplifier couples the vibration pickup to integra
ting amplifiers. Since the impedance of the pickup is
capacitive in nature it varies with frequency. This
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variable impedance of the pickup can be overcome by
utilizing an important property of the cathode follow
er to produce extremely large input impedances. Even
though the impedance of the pickup becomes fairly large
at lower frequencies, it is insignificant as compared
to the large impedance of the cathode follower. In
addition to performing this function, the cathode fol
lower transmits the exact acceleration wave form pro
duced by the vibration pickup.
The integrating amplifiers consist of standard
operational amplifiers utilizing capacitive feedback
circuits. These feedback circuits are of such a nature
that the output voltage is given by,

where, Zf and Z^ represent the feedback and input im
pedances respectively, and

represents the input vol

tage which is, therefore, integrated. Since two stages
of integration exist, the resulting wave form becomes
displacement.
Output terminals placed behind the second stage of
integration permit the viewing of the displacement wave
form on a visual recorder. As a self contained unit,
the amplifier also utilizes a reading device in the
form of a direct current raicroammeter. Since the meter
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is calibrated, amplitudes may be determined at a glance.
Before being transferred to the meter the wave form is
rectified. Rectifiers placed in the output of the last
stage of amplification perform this operation

This last

stage* a triode amplifier, also has the function of coup
ling the integrating amplifiers to the meter*
A potentiometer is used as the cathode resistor of
the final stage and adjusts the zero reading of the meter.
Another potentiometer placed across the meter serves two
purposes* This variable resistance becomes a sensitivity
control by allowing more or less current to flow to the
meter. The control also completely desensitizes the meter
when the amplifier is first turned on so that no sudden
surge of current can cause harm. A calibration switch,
imparting 3*15 volts to the grid of the final amplifier
triode is also incorporated within the unit. More will
be said of this control later.
The vibration amplifier contains- its own regulated
power supply* All tubes use cathode,bias for operation.
Batteries would inerease the accuracy of operation
somewhat due to their invariant voltage. The incon
venience of periodically changing them* howeverf does
not justify their use. A complete amplifier circuit
appears on the following page.
A theoretical analysis has been accomplished using
the method of equivalent circuits. Tbe^bype of circuit
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used consists of replacing the vacuum tube with its
equivalent voltage source*

In the case of the cathode

follower this circuit appears as,

Figure

(b)

Writing the equations for voltages around the circuit
yields,
eg - es - ip (R2+R3 ) - igR3
+ igR3

ueg =
es “ ^ 3

+ ig(Ri+R3 )

e0 5=5 ip(R2+R3 ) + igR3
By expanding and simplifying the above, an expression
for gain has been found to be,
gm (RiR2+RiR3+R2R3 ) + r 3
R^ + R3 + (l^ rp+ gm)(R1R2+R1R3+R2R3)
Analysis of the first integrating amplifier has
been accomplished by dividing the circuit into three
sections. That is, a circuit consisting of the basic
amplifier, the input impedance, Z^, and the feedback
impedance, Z f Analysis similar to that used on the
cathode,follower yields,
-Zf /Zi
K2 =
1 - l/k,(l+Zf/Zi )
where k f is the gain of the basic amplifier circuit and
-uRy
k»
rp + Ry + (l+u)Zfc
The equivalent circuit of the integrating amplifier is,

The cathode impedance, Zk, consists or a resistance, R 5
and a capacitance,

The circuit or the second inte

grating araplirier dirrers rrom the rirst by the input
impedance. In the case or the rirst amplilier the im
pedance is capacitive and resistive, while in the sec
ond it is merely resistive. This slight change in the
expression ror K 2 will yield the gain or the second
integrator.
The rinal amplirier has the equivalent rorm below
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Figure (d)
The gain has been found to be,
-

u Ri 4

r p + r 14 + (1+uJZ^
The overall gain of the vibrations amplifier is, by
definition, the product of the individual gains, or,
Ka = K1 x K2 x K3 x
This expression for gain becomes,

gm (RiR2+HlR3+R2R3) + %
Ka =

_ Rl + R 3 + (l/rp+gm ) (Ri R 2+R i R3+R2r 3^
- Zf/Zi

1 4* ftp + R7 "^(l+uJZjjX (14Zf/Zi)
uRn
-Zf/Zi
1 + /rp + R 11 + (l+u)Zj\

(1+Zf/Z1^ )

uRn
________ -UR14 _______
_ rP + R14 + (1+u)
Inserting component values and simplifying yields,

1 /0.001 + 0.00628 f
Ka = (0.98)
1 + /3.63+70.1 f\(l + 1/0.001+0.00628)
\22+ 5/f20 f

/

1 /0.00628 f
1 + /3 .63+ 70.I IV1 + 1 /0 .00628)

_

22 + 138 f |
2.8 + 1.79fj

\ 22+5420 f )
The dependence of gain on frequency can easily be seen,
A graph of both theoretical and actual gain as a func
tion of frequency is shown in Figure 5, page 22 •
A mechanical calibration has been carried out using
known values of frequencies and amplitudes produced by
a device consisting essentially of a reciprocating mech
anism. The amplitudes can be determined by means of a
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dial gage.

A stroboscope provides a method of deter

mining frequencies.

An annular ring divided radially

into equal sections has been placed on the flywheel of
the device.

A "dot" in one of these sections provides

a convenient method of determining multiples of a basic
frequency.

The time for the disk to travel one division

is given by,
T = (60/RPM)

(l/D)

Where:

T = time in seconds
D = divisions

A stroboscope using 60 cycle per second alternating line
current has a flash interval of 1/60 seconds.

Using this

value of time and transposing yields,
RPM = 36OO/D,
thus, the RPM can easily be determined since D represents
the number of "dots" or divisions observed on the disk.
The calibration switch imparts 3.15 volts to the
meter which may be set to any desired level by using the
sensitivity control.

By leaving this control untouched

and observing the meter deflection of a known amplitude
and frequency, the sensitivity may be calculated by a
simple proportion.

A graph of amplifier sensitivity in

volts per 0.001 inch is shown in Figure 3» page 20«

In

order that some comparison can be made, the sensitivity
of the Brush recorder is also shown in Figure 4t page 21.
The two sensitivities follow one another very closely.
Sensitivity of the amplifier drops at the high amplitudes
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II• Vibration Mechanism with Stroboscope
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investigated*

These, however, are relatively large

amplitudes in typical vibrations problems and will not
be frequently encountered*

Likewise, frequencies will

most probably lie in a range above 30 cycles per second*
It may be noted that the sensitivity becomes constant
at approximately 10 cycles per second.

The graphs may

be extrapolated as straight lines for higher frequencies*
A reasonable sensitivity, therefore, can be given as 1.6
volts per 0.001 inches single amplitude displacement.
The graph in Figure 1, page 18 , shows the variation of
sensitivity with amplitude.

Figure 2 , page 19 , cites

this variation as a property of the vibration pickup.

1800 RPM
V O LTS
.001 IN.

0.0/0
FIGURE

I

M ETER

0.020
IN C H E S
SEN SITIVITY

0.030

V E R SU S

AMPLITUDE

0.040

CONCLUSION
Stated in the introduction are certain desirable
qualities to be contained in the vibration amplifier.
The unit represents the practical accomplishment of
these idealized properties.

Accuracy obtained in de

tecting amplitudes compares favorably with commercial
instruments of this type.

An easy efficient method of

amplitude determination is provided within the amplifier.
Remote reading on the Brush recorder or an oscilloscope
provides convenience for class room study or demonstration
purposes, as well as a method for permanent recording.
The variation of sensitivity with amplitude as amplitudes
become larger than 0.020 inches might be thought to detract
from the usefullness of the amplifier.

The sensitivity

quoted earlier, however, will cover the range of amplitudes
most encountered in engineering problems.
The applications of the amplifier to engineering
problems are many.

In almost all vibrations problems

it is necessary to know the frequency and amplitude of
vibration.

The frequency is almost always known and the

device at hand provides a convenient method for deter
mining the amplitude.

Even though only unidirectional

vibration may be analyzed with the amplifier, there are
certain problems of rotative unbalance which may be solved.
Two mutually perpendicular accelerometers placed on a
bearing support will efficiently define rotative motion in
a plane.

Space motion may be detected using three mutually
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perpendicular accelerometers.

In the many vibrations

problems, therefore, the amplifier serves to aid in the
analysis leading, ultimately, to the solution.
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